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Order to redact the public transcript
and the public broadcast of a hearing
The Trial Chamber
ORDERS that the following blacked-out text be omitted from the public transcript and be edited from
the public broadcast of the hearing dated 22 June 2010.
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2509: 13: H

and it was sold to WTN, Reuters, BBC, all various networks around the
world, Antelope Productions got it from them, put together this video, "A
Cry from the Grave", and then received both that documentary that
Antelope Productions made as well as all the footage that A
had used in
putting together their documentary.
THE ACCUSED: [Interpretation] Thank you, Mr. President.
MR. TOLIMIR: [Interpretation].
Q.
Could you tell us if you had occasion to speak with the cameraman
who made the footage that you received from the BBC and other
broadcasting companies?
A.
No,Ihavenot.
Q.
Did you ask television sarajevo to provide you with the footage
they had of r.h" column and their own films that they made using the

4: 1 09: 13: 21 footage by _ a n d other cameramen,
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films that were later broadcast?

A.
I know that the OTP received footage from Television sarajevo,
from the sarajevo police, from Srpska Radio TV, directly years prior.
So
I know we did get footage from all those sources.
I personally -- it was
before I came to the OTP.
Q.
Thank you.
But later on when you joined the OTP, did you have
occasion to check the authenticity of the footage received before you
joined the OTP, footage received f~om other sources such as cameramen and
directly et cetera?

The blacked-out text, as identified by the passages prior and subsequent thereto, is confidential.
Any person or organization, including media organizations, which has possession of the public recording of all or the relevant
portion of the proceeding containing the confidential information is hereby enjoined from disclosing it to any other person(s) or
organization(s) as of the date and time this order is received. The failure to conform may result in contempt charges being issued
by the Tribunal against the disclosing person or organization.
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